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Preface
Contrary to the title of the book, Software Testing as a Service, we can think of software testing as a manufacturing activity and not as a service. Yet, by doing so we
can commoditize the software testing service. his can have tremendous impact on
schedules, quality, and cost, and is now possible, because now many service providers can get many software testing projects to work on at the same time. It would
not be possible if any service provider does not get many projects to work on simultaneously. he software services provider can set up a centralized organization that
can handle all existing and incoming test projects and deliver them using shared
resources. Each project is like a manufactured item that is in queue and then, when
its turn comes, gets processed using the resources and then delivered. In fact parts
of a project (modules, test cases, etc.) can be considered as inventories that need
to be queued and then processed. Each such inventory will have three states (i.e.,
queued, work-in-process, and inished.) As in manufacturing, we can have production lines and processing departments.
Doesn’t this look like a utopian idea? Well, it is just short of happening in reality. Many ofshore outsourcing service providers have reached the stage of consolidating test projects and using shared resources to deliver these projects and are in
fact delivering the goods, saving millions of dollars for their customers. Using this
new methodology, we can do and save even more for our customers and yet still
deliver with unmatched quality and with a record reduction in schedule.
I had been thinking of writing a book on this subject for some time, as I felt
there was a need to take a step forward and think of a way to achieve something
that is not possible via traditional functioning. To express this, I have coined a
new phrase: mass servicing, akin to mass manufacturing. It is my belief that we can
achieve something similar to what mass manufacturing achieved for the manufacturing sector and for society at large and in the process, we can truly commoditize
software testing. Chapter 12 of the book discusses this concept of software testing
as a manufacturing activity in detail. Chapter 11 discusses the beneits of ofshoring test projects, including even and consistent quality across projects, consolidation of projects, and sharing of resources. Chapter 13 discusses the relationships
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among quality, standards, and software testing. his is most important because
many people get confused regarding the diference between software quality and
software testing. his chapter discusses and explains the diferences and the relationships between the two. Other chapters discuss project planning, risk management, customer expectation management, project reporting, project execution, and
some other aspects of software testing. here are checklists provided in Chapters 3
through 8 that will be very useful for test managers.
Readers of this book will beneit by gaining new ideas about software testing from the perspective of a customer who outsources his project to an outsourcer. However, the book deals more with addressing challenges from the
outsourcing partner’s perspective and that the software test project is being
executed from an ofshore location. hat is why the title of the book is Software
Testing as a Service.
Since I have a strong grounding in manufacturing, I have tried to explain
many software testing concepts from the manufacturing perspective. his is a new
approach for a book written on the subject of software testing management.
Conventions in this book are per the standards speciied in the Capability
Maturity Model for Integration (CMMI). he time has come for software development and software maintenance and support (after deployment services) to be
governed not by separate processes, but rather under a single umbrella. his is the
reason all illustrations and concepts in this book follow CMMI standards.
Great efort has been made to explain concepts in an easy-to-understand style
using layman’s language. Consequently, even beginners will be able to understand
these topics. Examples and case studies have also been provided wherever possible to
make it easy to grasp these concepts.
A great efort has also been made to discuss only current and relevant topics.
his will help readers to get current and useful information.
I strongly believe that the readers of this book will beneit greatly from the
information presented within. his is my sole purpose in writing this book. I hope
the book will succeed in its intended goal.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Software
Testing Management
Believe me, software testing management is one of the most diicult tasks out
there. here are many reasons for this. First, a software product is not a tangible
thing that can be measured, physically felt, or sampled. So it is diicult to test
a software product. Second, software testing is still not considered a recognized
trade and so inding professionally qualiied people for the testing job is diicult.
hird, unlike well-deined and standardized processes for product design, product
development, quality control, and so on, which exist for any product development
activity, similar standardized processes have yet to be deined for software testing.
Fourth, tools for automation of software testing activities are still in their nascent
stage, and it will take time to have sophisticated automation tools available for
software testing activities. Fifth, efort estimation techniques for software testing
activities are still being evolved, and currently efort estimation is done mostly on
an ad hoc basis.
Yet, the importance of software testing is so immense! Any failure of the software product or application can cause damages to the tune of millions of dollars for
any company. Even if the software defect is not so big, the support cost can run in
the thousands of dollars over the life of the software product.
To better understand software testing management, let us irst try to understand what is a defect in a product, how it afects a user, what the user feels when
he inds a defect in a product after buying and using it, how to prevent defects, and
inally how to identify and remove defects in the physical world. hen from there
we can go to software engineering and software testing. From there we can move
on to software testing management aspects.
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1.1

Product Defect: A Case Study

Just the other day I bought a semi-automatic washing machine. It had a 2-year warranty on it, and the deal looked ine. So I bought it. My wife started using it, and
everything looked ine till one day. hat day my wife phoned me saying the washing machine is not working. I was in the midst of an oice meeting. I was deeply
involved in my task at hand and I got disturbed. Now my wife is very blunt when
it comes to talking on the phone and when she says something to me, it is a command and not a request. I must do something immediately or else I face the risk of
being called an incompetent person. Even if I am busy with something important,
I must obey. Cursing my wife and the washing machine company, I told my wife
to ind the customer service phone number of the washing machine company from
the product brochure that came with the washing machine and get it ixed. I also
told my wife not to disturb me, as she can handle these things herself. When I came
back home that day, I learned that the mechanic had found something stuck in the
drainage system of the washing machine and the mechanic cleaned and ixed it.
A few days later, my wife phoned me, saying that the washing machine again has
some problem. I told my wife not to bother me, as she has the customer service
phone number of the washing machine company and she can phone them directly.
So my wife phoned the washing machine company and got the machine ixed. his
happened many times over the next few months. Finally I decided to confront the
service engineer myself and tried to get an explanation as to why it was happening.
I found out that that particular brand of washing machine had a design problem
and this problem was happening with most of the washing machines of that brand.
I talked to customer service and explained my problem. Even after a lot of heated
exchanges I was not able to ind a solution from the company. hen I thought I
should look inside the washing machine and ind out the problem myself. So here I
was disassembling the washing machine and trying to ind out the root cause of the
problem. I found out that there was a valve (to stop or start draining of water from
the washing machine) connected to the drainage system of the machine and the
valve used to activate when a lever attached to the machine was pushed. Dirt coming out of the clothes was getting deposited at the valve and clogging it. So the valve
was not closing properly and water was getting drained even when the valve was
in the closed position. Water should not come out when clothes are being washed.
When washing is complete, you can open the valve to let the dirty water out of the
washing machine by pressing the valve lever. I cleaned the valve and then tested it
by illing water in the washing machine. I inspected the valve and the lever to ind
out the problem. I found out that even when the valve was clean the lever was not
properly closing the valve and so the valve was getting only half closed. his was the
root cause of the problem. I also found out that there was no option to adjust the
lever so that it should be able to close the valve completely when operated. So far I
was able to trace the root cause of the problem. Now I had to ix it. After thinking
much, I decided to bend a part of the lever so that the length of the lever would get
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changed and so it can push the valve more and close it more. After some trial and
error I was able to make the lever pull the valve perfectly. So the valve was getting
opened properly now, but still the valve was not getting closed properly. To this day
this problem could not be ixed even after many attempts by service engineers.

1.2

Case Analysis

What is the moral of the story? A small defect in a part of a product can dent conidence of the customers. I for sure will never buy any products from the manufacturer who manufactured that godforsaken washing machine.
his shows the importance of preventing defects in the irst place and, if any
defect occurs, inding it at the manufacturing site itself and removing that defect so
that the defect is not passed to end users or customers.
Preventing as many defects as possible in the product and then trapping defects
if any occur at the manufacturing site itself is very important. Right from product
conception to product design to production, a process should be followed which
will ensure that the product is as close to defect-free as possible. his means that
when a machine prototype is passed to the machine design team, the machine
prototyping team should ensure that no defects are introduced in the prototyping. When machines made from this design are then installed at the shop loor,
the factory should ensure that no defects are passed to the product being made
on this machine due to faulty material handling or bad machine design. hese
measures will ensure defect-free products through a thorough implementation of
quality assurance processes. Similarly the product that will be produced using this
machine should also go through the same quality assurance process at each stage of
product conception to product design to product production. And at each stage in
the manufacturing process the quality testing department should ensure that any
defects which may occur in the product are trapped and faulty products are either
reworked or rejected.
In the physical world preventing and removing defects is very much possible to
the extent of having products 99.99999% defect-free. It is possible because a number of factors that cause defects can be determined and then removed from design
or during the manufacturing process. Nowadays product development has matured
so much that in most of the industries defects due to faulty conception and design
are nonexistent. hey have also mastered manufacturing processes so that they
can achieve defect-free products to the tune of 99.99999%. hey have feverishly
implemented six sigma programs, ISO standards, lean manufacturing principles,
quality circle programs, and so on. So the irst principle is that defects should not
be introduced in the products. he second principle is that if some defects enter
at any stage, then they should be trapped before the product enters into the next
stage in the production cycle. One good example of this trend is the introduction
of Toyota’s manufacturing system. At Toyota Motors the quality processes are so
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strong that their cars are virtually defect-free. his has helped Toyota tremendously
in capturing market share and reducing their manufacturing costs. he Toyota
manufacturing model has become a de facto standard in the automobile industry,
and subsequently other industries have followed their example.

1.3 Return on Investment
From another point of view, preventing defects as early as possible presents a
compelling ROI perspective. Say cost of inding and ixing a defect at prototype
stage is US$40. his defect is not found and is passed on to the design stage,
where it is trapped and ixed. In that case the cost of ixing it would be at least
ivefold as the defective prototype has gone into design and so design is also
lawed and needs to be ixed as well. At the same time this one prototype defect
introduces ive design defects. After the production stage this cost will become
at least 25-fold from the prototype, as now either the product prototype along
with the machine design will also have to be ixed or these 25 defects after
the design stage have to be ixed. Finally, when it comes to customer site, the
cost will be a staggering 125 times that of the prototype stage, as now support
cost will also get involved. So the cost of ixing the defect will be US$5000
($40 × 125). So you see it deinitely makes sense to ix the defect as early as possible. Of course, time and cost constraints put a limit on to what extent defects
should be traced and ixed. But continuous improvement techniques help to
reduce defect injection and improve defect prevention over a period of time once
the techniques are introduced. his is what CMM (Capability Maturity Model)
talks about.
Coming to a software product, suppose for each quarterly release on average
500 must-ix defects are found. he cost of ixing each defect at build phase is at
$100; at testing phase, $500; and at customer end, $2500. Now suppose the software vendor has no testers. Industry standard is that 25% of errors are detected by
developers, 50% on average by skilled testers, and the remaining 25% by end users.
In our case, because no testers are involved, 75% of total defects are detected and
ixed at customer site after 25% of defects are detected and ixed by developers.
Total cost of ixing defects comes to $887,500 ($12,500 + $875,000).
Now suppose we employed three software testers at $50 per hour. So their total
salary for the quarter comes to $108,000. In this scenario the cost of ixing defects
comes to $495,500 ($12,500 + $108,000 + $375,000).
Compared to the previous scenario we can see that we are saving $392,000.
his is a saving of more than 44% over the case when no testers are deployed. So
it can be clearly seen that there is a great return on investment (ROI). he ROI
improves further when the testing function is outsourced and even further when
it is ofshored.
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In Chapter 11, we introduce a new concept of commoditizing software testing
service. If this concept can be devised, reined, and inally implemented, it can
provide tremendous cost savings to customers.

1.4 Causes of Defects in Software
But why does the software industry still ind it diicult to produce defect-free software? Well, there are many reasons for it. Software does not have a physical form
that can be seen, and defects can be found during conception, design, or build. he
factors that can induce defects in the software products are too numerous to list
here. For instance, all the internal and external parts of the software are made up of
small parts of software or, in other words, a set of instructions. Internal defects are
bound to exist in some of these thousands of sets of instructions inside a big software product so that at the complete software level the number of defects could run
in the thousands. here is one more source of defects apart from internal defects.
Software is made up of modules, and modules are made up of submodules. hese
modules and submodules are integrated with each other through their interfaces.
Even if the data gets passed through these interfaces during transaction execution,
it is not the right data passing through these interfaces. For example, suppose there
is a module for product master list and product names are being fetched using this
module from other modules. his is done through a mechanism of product code
lists that are matched in both modules (product master module and the other module that wants to display product names). Due to the mismatching of product list,
it is possible that wrong product names are being displayed. hus we have a genuine
functional error here.
Now let us see a list of causes that introduce defects in software:
◾ Miscommunication or no communication—Software speciication or
requirements are not understood by the project team due to miscommunication or no communication among the project team.
◾ Software complexity—Software applications are getting more complex due
to an increase in complexity in requirements. his complexity leads to more
defects creeping into the software application. Proliferation of many kinds of
software applications with diverse technology backbones also leads to complexity of software applications. Multitiered applications, client-server and
distributed applications, data communications, enormous relational databases, and the sheer size of applications have all contributed to the exponential growth in software/system complexity.
◾ Programming errors —If design speciications are not understood by programmers or if programmers make mistakes in programming structures or
implement any design wrongly by mistake, then defects will be introduced
in the software.
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◾ Changing requirements —his is one of the most important sources of
defects in software. A change in requirements upsets the whole project,
from design to build to testing to deployment. In extreme situations, it
may lead to the throwing away of all already designed and built software.
In other cases, it may lead to signiicant change required in existing design
and build. Sometimes a small change required in one module of software
may lead to signiicant changes required in other dependent modules.
hese factors result in the introduction of inadvertently introduced defects
in the software.
◾ Overloading of resources —Due to intangibility and the abstract nature of
any software product, it is very diicult to make a good schedule for software
projects. his results in bad scheduling, which causes many software professionals to be overloaded. his results in more introductions of defects in the
software. Most of the time software professionals ind it diicult to meet
deadlines, and this results in hasty and less careful work, resulting in more
defects in the software.
◾ Less skillful resources —he software profession needs very skilled and
experienced professionals. Many times less skilled professionals are recruited
due to lack of skilled professionals in the market. his results in introduction
of more defects in the software.
◾ Unprofessional attitude —Many times professionals on the project have
attitude problems. hey take their assignments lightly, play oice politics, or
try to shun their assigned work and of-load it to other members of the team.
hese tactics not only create problems in meeting deadlines for the project
but also result in introduction of more defects in the software.
◾ Poor documentation —his is another primary source of defects in the
software. In the case of smaller projects where some form of extreme programming or agile programming is followed, less documentation is acceptable because the project team is located at one place, and due to smaller
software, complexity is less. But in the case of bigger projects where the
team may be located at diferent sites and where software requirements are
complex, good documentation is very important. Otherwise, the team runs
a great risk of introducing more defects. Another aspect of poor documentation is diiculty in maintaining the software application after it goes into
production.
◾ Development tools —In today’s fast-paced business environment, project
teams use many tools to increase their productivity. Some of these tools
include visual tools, class libraries, compilers, scripting tools, RAD (rapid
application development), integrated development studios, integration tools,
and so on. Many times these tools introduce their own defects, and sometimes, due to their poor documentation, help in adding defects.
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